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Abstract:  

In the next generation of optical fiber communication systems, very high datarate like 20 GB/s, 40 GB/s up to 100 GB/s per 

channel is very attractive. In addit ion, to send more channels into one single fiber, channel spacing has to decreased from 2 50GHz 

to 50GHz or even smaller. The result of that linear and nonlinear degrading  effect will be severe in such high-datarate optical 

systems. In this paper, we will detail and compare several different modulation formats and generate spectral efficient modulat ion 

format in high speed data rate lightwave systems. These five modulation formats are under research: NRZ, RZ, Duobinary, 

Manchester, and Manchester Duobinary. First of all, system performances of NRZ, RZ, Duobinary and Manchester over several 

existing transmission fibers are compared at different data rate, length and laser power. We found that the dominant degrading 

effect is dependent on data rate; length, and laser power. Then we will discuss about Manchester Duobinary. After that we wil l 

judge the effect of different parameter on receiver sensitivity (Q) and spectrum width. Manchester Duobinary is found to be the 

most spectral efficient among the investigated modulation formats. And last, we will discuss how we can improve the Quality 

factor of Manchester Duobinary when data rate increase for future research.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Optical fiber communication has an important role in the 

progress of high quality and high-speed communication 

systems. At the present time optical fiber are not only used in 

telecommunication links but also used in the Internet and 

local area networks (LAN) to achieve h igh signaling rates. 

For transmitt ing informat ion from one place to another place 

the use of light is a very o ld technique. In 790 BC., the 

Greeks used smoke and fire signals for sending information 

like call for help, alert against enemy, victory in a war, etc. 

Mostly only one type of signal was conveyed. . There was no 

development in optical communication up to the starting of 

the 19th century. The speed of the optical communication 

link was limited due to unreliable nature of transmission 

paths affected by atmospheric effects such as fog and rain [1-

3]. In the old optical communication system, the bit rate 

distance product is only about 1 (bit/s)-km due to enormous 

transmission loss (105 to 107 dB/km).  

 

As we have studied in survey that narrow bandwidth optical 

filter at the receiver side can greatly improve the receiver 

sensitivity of a non return-to-zero Duobinary system. We 

also studied that when we generate hybrid modulation format 

by using two existing formats, then hybrid modulation format 

show some interesting result ex-improve dispersion 

tolerance, improve spectral efficiency or reduced in chirping 

effect or many more effect. Some hybrid modulat ion formats 

are NRZ-DPSK, PSK-RZ-DPSK, RZ-Duobinary, and NRZ-

QPSK. 

 

So our aim is to generate spectral efficient modulation format 

so that bandwidth requirement to transmit the data is reduced 

or we can also say that we can transmit more data into 

available bandwidth. Because the demand of the bandwidth 

requirement is increasing day by day, so we have 

requirement of such type of modulation format which 

required less bandwidth to transmit the same data as compare 

to available formats. 

 

II. MODULATION FORMATS 

2.1 Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) 

NRZ line code is a binary code in which 1’s are represented 

by one significant condition (commonly a positive voltage) 

and 0s are represented by some other significant condition 

(commonly a negative voltage), with no other rest condition. 

The NRZ pulses contain more energy than a return-to-zero 

RZ code [4-6]. 

 

For a long time, non-return-to-zero (NRZ) has been the 

dominant modulation fo rmat in IM/DD fiber-optical 

communicat ion systems. For convenience we would like to 

refer NRZ. There are probably several reasons for using NRZ 

in the early days of fiber-optical communication: First, it 

requires a relatively  low electrical bandwidth for the 

transmitters and receivers (as compared to RZ).  Second, 

NRZ is not sensitive to laser phase noise (compared to PSK); 

and last, NRZ has the simplest configuration of transceivers 

[9]. 

 
Fig 2.1a Block d iagram of NRZ Trans mitter 
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Fig 2.1b Simulation set up of NRZ Transmitter  

 
Fig : 2.2  NRZ trans mitter spectrum. 

 

The spectrum of NRZ with 10GB/s of data rate at 4 mw laser 

power and 120km transmission distance. From above Fig. we 

observed that main lobe is between 193.09 to 193.11 THz. So 

the bandwidth requirement for NRZ is equal to .02 THz or 20 

GHz. In general, NRZ modulated optical signal has the most 

compact spectrum compared to that with other modulation 

formats. 

Though, this does not mean that NRZ optical signal has best 

resistance to residual chromat ic dispersion in an amplified 

fiber system with dispersion compensation [8]. 

 

2.2 Return to Zero (RZ) 

Return-to-zero (RZ) describes a line code used in 

telecommunication signals in which the signal drops (returns) 

to zero between each pulse. RZ have half energy required 

compared to NRZ. Usually a clock signal with the same data 

rate as electrical signal is used to generate RZ shape of 

optical signals. Fig. 2.4(a) shows the block diagram of a 

typical RZ transmitter. In itially NRZ optical signal is 

generated by an external intensity modulator as we described 

in above discussion; then, it is modulated by a pulse train 

with the same data rate as the electrical signal using another 

intensity modulator. RZ optical signal has been found to be 

more tolerant to nonlinearity than NRZ light wave signal. 

The reason for RZ superior resistance to nonlinearity than 

above discussed NRZ is possibly due to its regular data 

pattern of optical signal.[9][21]  

 
Fig 2.4a block diagram of RZ Trans mitter  

 
Fig. 2.4b  simulation set up of NRZ Transmitter  

 

 
Fig. 2.5 spectrum of RZ 

 

The spectrum of RZ with 10GB/s of data rate at 4 mw laser 

power and 120km transmission distance. From above figure 

we observed that main lobe lies between 193.08 to 193.12 

THz centre about 193.10 THz. So the bandwidth requirement 

for RZ is equal to .04 THz or 40 GHz. At the same 

parameters bandwidth of NRZ was 20 GHz In general, NRZ 

modulated optical signal has the most compact spectrum 

compared to that with other modulation formats. But power 

requirement to transmit the same data in RZ is approximately 
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half to the NRZ. Since spectral width of RZ is two times to 

NRZ so bandwidth requirement to transmit the sane data is 

double as compare to NRZ. Though this does not mean that 

NRZ optical signal has better resistance to residual chromat ic 

dispersion in an amplified fiber system with dispersion 

compensation [11-12]. 

 

2.3 Duobinary 

Duobinary has been introducing into Optical transmission 

since mid-90. The main feature of Duobinary modulation is a 

strong correlation between consecutive bits, which results in 

a more compressed spectrum. It can either be generated as a 

3-level amplitude signal (’0’, ’0.5’, ’1’) or as a 3-level signal 

that combines phase and amplitude signaling (’-1’, ’0’, ’+1’), 

which is referred to as PSK Duobinary. The use of 

Duobinary generation is advantageous in optical 

communicat ion as it has ideally the same or an even better 

optical signal to noise ration requirement than NRZ -OOK 

modulation. At the same time the narrower optical spectrum 

and strong correlation between consecutive bits result in an 

increased dispersion tolerance [23].  

 
Fig. 2.6  Duobinary modulat ion 

 
Fig. 2.7 Simulat ion setup for Duobinary  

 

 
Fig. 2.8 spectrum of Duobinary 

 
Fig. 2.9 comparat ive spectral  NRZ, RZ and Duobinary 

 

Duobinary is about a factor of two spectral efficient as 

compared to RZ. Thus, it is natural to assume that the gain in 

Duobinary spectral efficiency must carry with it a price in 

performance [4]. However, we show below that such 

thinking is defective. It is well known that the Duobinary 

technique is used to double the transmission capacity at a 

given channel bandwidth. In the context of 10 GB/S optical 

systems, an effective channel (fiber) bandwidth limitation 

results from fiber chromatic d ispersion which limits the 

maximum achievable d istance. . The dispersion limited 

transmission distance is usually defined as that giving rise to 

1dB penalty. 

 

 2.4 Manchester Transmitter 

Manchester code has one transition within every encoded bit 

period. Manchester is an attractive modulation format for a 

variety of applicat ions in optical fiber communication 

systems. Manchester as compared with the conventional 

NRZ has rich clock component and enables simple level 

recovery and clock recovery. In addition, Manchester has the 

characteristic of zero dc components, which makes 

Manchester highly tolerant to signal intensity variation when 

differential detection is used. With these advantages, 

Manchester code was broadly studied in high-speed mode 

communicat ion system [21-23]. In addition, Manchester has 

also found application in public optical network (Ex-WDM-

PON). Manchester also have equal power in every 

transmitted bit. In frequency domain the main lobe of the 

Manchester coded signal is lies at the frequency which equals 

PRBS data rate. So, such intrinsic property could effectively 

lessen the optical beat noise between the optical line terminal 

.In particular, one of its variant, the PSK-Manchester signal 

.has been shown to have more tolerance to the BIN (beat 

interference noise), compared with other modulation formats. 

  
Fig. 2.10 b lock diagram for Manchester signal 

Correlation encoding 
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Fig. 2.11 Simulation setup for Manchester signal 

 

 
Fig : 2.12 spectrum at different bit rate with 120 km fiber 

length and 4 mW laser power 

 

 
Fig :2.13 Spectrum width of NRZ, RZ, Duobinary and 

Manchester 

 

 
Fig : 2.14 effect of bit rate on Q OF NRZ, RZ, Duobinary and 

Manchester 

 
Fig : 2.15 comparative quality factor of different formats  

 

III.  MANCHESTER-DUOBINARY TRANSMITTER 

Manchester code has one transition within every 

encoded bit period. Manchester is an attractive modulation 

format for a variety of applications in optical fiber 

communicat ion systems. Manchester as compared with the 

conventional NRZ has rich clock component and enables 

simple level recovery and clock recovery. In addit ion, 

Manchester has the characteristic of zero dc components, 

which makes Manchester highly tolerant to signal intensity 

variation when differential detection is used. With these 

advantages, Manchester code was broadly studied in high-

speed mode communication system [18-21].Manchester has 

also found application in public optical network (Ex-WDM-

PON). Manchester also have equal power in every  

transmitted bit. 

 
Fig. 3.1 Block diagram of Manchester Duobinary 

 
Fig. 3.2 simulation setup Manchester-Duobinary transmitter 

and corresponding receiver system 
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3.1 Comparative spectrum of Manchester Duobinary, 

Duobinary, and Manchester  

 
Fig :3.4 Spectrum width of NRZ, RZ, Duobinary and 

Manchester 

 

We observe that the Manchester Duobinary has narrower 

spectral width in these three formats. For the 10 GB/s 

Manchester signal spectral width of main lobe (main lobe 

exist) from 93.08 THz to 93.12 THz. So the bandwidth 

requirement for the Manchester signal is 40 GHz. For the 10 

GB/s Duobinary signal spectral width of main lobe (main 

lobe exist) from 93.09 THz to 93.11 THz. So the bandwidth 

requirement for the Manchester signal is 20 GHz. Sensitivity 

of the Duobinary is better than RZ and NRZ. Comparative 

Sensitivity of RZ and NRZ with respect to Duobinary with 

fiber length 

 
Fig 3.5 comparative quality factor of different formats with 

bit rate variat ion at 120 km and 4 mw 

 

 Pulse format  10GB/

s 

20GB/

s 

40G

B/s 

80GB

/s 

140 

B/s 

NRZ 93.72 64.32 29.76 20.00 12.05 

RZ 56.32 19.36 6.12 .02 0.0 

Duobinary 106.73 96.78 43.94 20 15.32 

Manchester 20.00 8.93 4.56 0.00 0.00 

D. Manchester 63.24 22.73 11.83 0.00 0.00 

Table 3.1 Quality factor of different parameter at different 

data rate 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have proposed and studied Duobinary,   

Manchester and Manchester-Duobinary formats. We focused 

on the format spectral efficiency, transmitter and receiver 

design and receiver sensitivity. We have projected and 

studied these formats with an enthusiasm of fulfilling various 

kinds of requirements for next-generation networks. So that 

we can transmit more data in available bandwidth In every 

chapter we have first explained the proposed modulation 

format, and after that we had studied the property of the each 

modulation format.  we have proposed hybrid Manchester-

Duobinary transmitter. The spectrum characteristics of the 

hybrid Manchester-Duobinary signal had been investigated 

and compared with that of Manchester and Duobinary signal. 

Experimental results show that Manchester-Duobinary 

format show more compact spectrum compared with 

Duobinary and Manchester. if we want to use Manchester 

Duobinary practically to transmit more data into availab le 

bandwidth then in future first of all we have to study how can 

improve the quality factor of the signal or how can we 

improve receiver sensitivity. 
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